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Cost-savin 
solutions for weight

sensitive paris 
Glass fibre reinforced PP has been on the market for many 

years, but since the first introduction of such material, 

technology has progressed in many areas that vast 

improvements in properties have been achieved. The glass fibres 
used has improved - by having obtained a better surface treatment. 

The result is that the glass fibres are dispersed better within the 

compound whilst maintaining the fibre length. The glass fibres of 

today also connects substantially better to the "chemical couplers" 

that is used to connect it to the surrounding PP. 

In this area, Polykemi's POLY fill He is a reflection of how 

high-technology solutions can also become a price-optimised 

challenger. This new generation of glass fibre reinforced PP 

offers processors the possibility of decreasing their material costs 

whilst achieving weight reductions at lower energy consumption 
during production. "Our new material - POLYfill He - has a great 

potential when used in all kinds of weight sensitive parts, but it 
should be especially interesting within the automotive industry," 

reveals Henrik Eriksson, Development Manager at Polykemi. 
Engine covers are often produced in glass fibre - or mineral 

reinforced PA. However some leading car producers have found 

that a PP-compound in many cases can fulfill the requirements even 

for this types of parts. Such 

a solution of course results in 

substantial cost savings. 
In cases where there 

is a scepticism towards a 
conventional PP-material not 

having "what it takes" for this 

kind of application, POLYfill 

He can bridge the gap in heat 

properties historically having 

divided PP & PA6 to a large 

extent. "The results obtained 

during our research and 
development work also shows 

that a POLYfill He indeed 
has what it takes to withstand 

the tough high heat conditions 
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within under hood applications," Patrik Axmp at Polykemis Market 

Department points out. 

Delivering better performance 

Also the chemical couplers of today deliver better 

performance resulting in an improved mechanical characteristic. 

Eriksson stressed. PP-polymerisation technology has made major 

improvements and the high performing PP-types currently 

available - act as another factor to spice up and maximise the 

material properties. 

What happens when adding all this improved technology 

together - into the new generation glass fibre reinforced PP? The 

answer is a material of a truly new level with unimagined new 

fields of usage. The property profile of the material is entering 

areas previously reserved for much more expensive materials. "At 

the same time also cost optimisations towards older types of glass 

fibre reinforced PP is possible. In cases where POLYfill He can 

replace a PA6 GF, or PBT GF, the possibilities of cost savings are 

substantial," adds Eriksson. 

He however also notes that sometimes there can be obstacles 

to overcome for the mentioned type of highly cost saving material 

changes. When changing materials whilst keeping the "old" 

mould, there is a need to closely monitor and ensure that there 
is sufficient cooling capacity when wanting to maintain the 

existing cycle times. Despite that, POLYfill He is possible to 
injection mould considerably faster than a traditional PP GF, 

still there is a difference in process temperature and freeze 
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temperature compared to PA6 and PET. forgetting the high density of PET. At a dominated historically, but nowadays the 

Many customers of today are actively glass fibre content of 30% the PET based implementation of high performing short 

exploring the possibilities of using PA material has an over 35% higher density glass fibre reinforced PP is increasing 
GF eller PET GF based on secondary compared to a equivalent material based underlines," Eriksson points out. 

raw material so called "industrial grades" on a high performing PP. A comparison POLYfill He has been an interesting 

to maintain their competitive edge. at room tempera ture clearly shows the alternative to PP with long glass fibres, 

potential of the POLYfill He compared especially if the material is to be coloured 

Price advantage stressed to PE T. The im'pact resi s tance (charpy within narrow tolerances, adds Axrup. 

notched) is at least 50% higher, whilst POLYfill He today is available in a 

Even when comparing to that type of the stiffness is at a comparable level, complete range with MFI from 3 to 9 

raw materials, the POLYfill He is a highly according to Eriksson. and a glass fibre content from 15% to 

interesting alternative. Instead of possibly 45%. The grades can be coloured and 

gambling with the quality and having to New application fields are al so when needed equipped with an 

accept decreased productivity that the additive packages for UV protection orl 

usage of industrial grade might result in, "POLYfill He also has an exciting and to withstand the extreme thermal 

POLYfill He gives the assurance of using future for structural parts within the exposures, for instance, in automotive 

a high-tech material in a smooth running automotive industry where PP with long under hood applications. _ 

production process. glass fibres is frequently used today. 

Glass fibre reinforced PET is another The front module in cars supporting the L nshan) Co.,Ud 
material where the POLYfill He should be electric cooling fan and the attachments 

able to gain market shares. Even when PET for the head lights is typically applications Fax:+86-512 5727 0248 

is often perceived as a cheap material - whilst where PP with long glass fibr es has Website: www.polykemi.se 
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Polykemi looking to expand in Southeast Asia 
Followi ng the success of Polykemi's five-year representation on th e Chinese market, we are now jooking for 
pa rtners that can take Polykemi 's hig h-quality compounded materials to Southeast Asia. 

Polykemi is a Swedish company w ith subsidiaries throughout Europe and in China. After opening our 
sales offi ce in Shanghai in 2005, Polykemi China has experienced significant growth. We opened our 
factory in Kunshan in 2007 and have since th en doubled our sales and production tonnage fo r three 
consecutive years . Furthermore , we opened a sales offi ce in Chong qing in 2010 in order to get closer to our 
customers in central China, 

Polykemi offers high-quality thermoplastic compounds based on materials such as ASS, ASA, PC, PA , 
PP and PST We supply material to the automotive industry, w here ou r compounds are used inside many of 
the world 's lead ing OEM's such as Volvo, BMW , Porsche and Aud i, In terms of the Ch inese subsidiary, 
which is in charge of the Asian market, our biggest customer is Shanghai VW. Polykemi also produce for 
many differe nt industries w here high-performance materials are requi red , as Telecom and E/E 

Polykemi is now looking for associates abroad with the expertise and knowledge required to sel l our 
products in the emerg ing economies of Southeast Asia . If this sounds inte resting, and you would like to 
discuss fu rther w ith us, please contact izzie.tong@polykemLcom. 

Polykemi Compounds (Kunshan) Co ., Ltd 

Tel: +86 (0) 512 57270330 Fax: +86 (0) 512 5727 0248 
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